relationship between the
national space program and
the oceanography program
It is a pleasure to be with you here this evening.
It may appear completely incongruous for an official
of the Space agency to be addressing an audience such
as this.
However, today there are many strong ties between the
oceans, the air and space.
For centuries the oceans have provided the avenues for
exploration, the highways of commerce, the staging area
for aggression, a flexible position for defense; and in
addition were a major source of food. The explorers, the
sea captains, admirals, and the fishermen of the past
centuries learned pragmatically the interaction of the air
and the sea and through the art of sailing used the
dynamics of the air to exploit the surface of the sea.
More recently specialized and able groups have conducted scientific studies of the sea, its inhabitants, its
currents, its depth, and its relationship to the atmosphere. However, today the 71% of our world covered by
water is being looked at with new perspective due to
the impetus of diminishing land resources and due to our
possession of scientific and technological skills which permit greater exploration and exploitation of the seas.
We now have before us many examples of air, sea, and
space technology, working together as partners for the
better understanding of our total environment. Some of
the more highly publicized examples of this are typified
by Scott Carpenter's participation in Sealab experiments;
the aerospace industry's involvement in oceanography typified by the Lockheed Missile and Space Company's development of the Deep Quest deep submersible; and very
recently the utilization of NASA's Applications Technology Satellite in synchronous equatorial orbit over the
Pacific demonstrating the acquisition of data from
ground sensors. Using this satellite, rainfall and river
height data are obtained from normally inaccessible sites
and are twice daily relayed to the Weather Bureau's
Office of Hydrology, clearly indicating the value of this
technology not only to hydrology, but also to oceanographic type needs. Prospects for further progress
through increased cooperation are extremely bright. We
at NASA welcome the new encouragement given increased activity in oceanography by the Congress and the
Executive Branch of the Government. I am sure that you
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are aware of, and in many cases responsible for, these
new opportunities in research and development of the
sea. Therefore, I plan to discuss this evening some of
the activities underway within the NASA research and
development program which may have particular bearing
on the continued development of global oceanography as
an important science with many significant applications
available through modern technology.
Application of space technology to
terrestrial phenomena

To set the stage, let me examine a project that has
been in the news for the past week. I am speaking now
of Surveyor, our automated lunar landing spacecraft.
This spacecraft typifies the extent to which space technology has advanced in the nine years since our nation
decided to explore the space frontier. This spacecraft,
after being launched toward the Moon, was commanded
to precisely alter its course towards the desired landing
site; was advised when to fire its retro motor to slow its
progress toward the Moon; and was told to "see" the
Moon so as to control its terminal descent, gently landing on the lunar surface at 10 ft sec" . This is a remarkable engineering feat. However, the scientific mission
began only after reaching the surface of the Moon. You
have probably seen some of the pictures received from
the three Surveyors that are now on the Moon. Such pictures are obtained through a complex series of commands
from the ground and corresponding electronic and
mechanical responses by the spacecraft. To help us
better understand the lunar surface, Surveyor spacecrafts
have photographed the "lurain," measured its resistance
to landing impact, picked up and manipulated the soil
with a mechanical shovel, blown the soil about with
rocket engine exhaust and examined the chemical composition of the soil with an Alpha backscattering instrument.
The proven ability to perform such complicated tasks
and to return video quality data from lunar distances
demonstrates the advanced nature of present technology.
This technology can be readily adapted to Earth, ocean,
or air-based stations.
NASA's role in bringing this same technology to bear
on measurements and data collection of terrestrial
phenomena is not so well publicized, but is the aspect of
1
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our program which can have great impact on our nation's
expanding programs of oceanography. Of particular
interest to buoy developers and users is the Interrogation,
Recording and Location System for terrestrial data collection. This system, IRLS for short, was developed at
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center to demonstrate
the feasibility of using a satellite to locate and determine
the position of sensors, receive data from the sensor,
record that data onboard the spacecraft, and later relay
the data to ground stations. Possible terrestrial sensors
are meteorological stations or buoys, oceanographic
buoys, gauges strapped to the Earth for measuring strains
leading to earthquakes, drifting balloons, ice islands, or
any of a wide variety of data platforms located on the
surface of the Earth or in its atmosphere.
The first demonstration model of IRLS will be relatively limited, with the capacity of on the order of 100
terrestrial platforms. Ultimately, however, a capability is
envisioned for interrogating up to 32,000 separate surface
units deployed at random, accurately fixing their positions and recording data from them twice each day.
This, I think, is an excellent example of a system first
conceived for specific discipline purposes—in this case
meteorological—which has broad applicability for other
uses, including oceanography. It is quite easy to conceive
how such a system could begin to solve many of the problems hindering world-wide fixed or free buoy systems for
the study of currents and ocean-depth profile data. Such
a system could greatly ease some of the data recording
problems on which the National Academy of Sciences
and others have made strong recommendations. In fact,
with daily or twice daily interrogation of research buoys,
the amount of data obtained could be greatly increased
over present techniques and, furthermore, could be made
available in near real time.
The location feature of the system also could conceivably permit broader application of free buoys by
providing tracking and inventory on a near real time
basis. Accurate analyses of free buoy drift over a long
period of time is doubtlessly a useful tool for more accurately charting ocean currents.
The initial demonstration of this technique is planned
for early 1968 aboard the Nimbus B polar orbiting
meteorological satellite. Participation of the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institute with buoys in the North Atlantic, the Naval Oceanographic Office in the midAtlantic, and the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries in the
Northeast Pacific, may clarify the true usefulness of
such a system. Of course, further studies and cost analyses
of these new techniques will be required before one can,
with assurance, state the most effective means of meeting
the multidisciplinary purposes of ocean science and technology. This experiment is, however, typical of one of
the many new developments which does hold promise for
merger of ocean, air and space technologies.
Communications and navigation satellites

I would like now to briefly discuss NASA's communications and navigation programs. Many of you know the

role NASA satellite programs played in the development
of the existing communications satellite system which is
now available commercially on a daily basis. We are
proud of our part in helping found this industry which
has greatly expanded and improved our intercontinental
communications. Further extensions of satellite communication capability are now being developed and
tested within the NASA program. Our objective in these
activities is to develop equipment and techniques to permit communications through satellites between smaller
and lower powered terrestrial stations. Emphasis is
being placed on what is called multiple access communications techniques. Satellite communications can open
up vast areas of the ocean in which communications are
presently nonexistent or unreliable at best. Small, relatively inexpensive communications equipment which
can provide reliable, all-weather communications in these
ocean areas, I think, offers obvious advantages which I
need not discuss in detail.
The Navy pioneered in the use of satellites for precise
ocean navigation. NASA is studying advanced navigation
systems utilizing this and other satellite technology,
again with the emphasis on minimizing the weight, size
and cost of systems required aboard the ship or aircraft.
One of the strongest pressures to bring about such
an operational system is the congestion of North Atlantic
air traffic routes. Development of a system capable of
handling navigation and traffic control problems of this
magnitude, and with the precise position determination
required, could also enhance shipboard navigation and
position determination.
Meteorological satellites

Meteorology is another field already utilizing the vantage point of space for an operational system. This
operational system provides daily observation of the
global cloud cover both over land and in the heretofore sparsely known weather regions over the oceans.
This cloud cover is a most visible and dramatic indication of the dynamic state of the Earth's environment.
Large scale atmospheric circulations, the determination of
jet streams and wind sheers are indicated through cloud
cover pictures taken by these satellites. Each day, photographs of the entire globe are obtained through the
operational satellites of the Environmental Science
Services Administration.
The present ESSA operational satellites are direct
evolutions of spacecraft and instrumentation technology developed in the NASA TIROS and Nimbus programs. One type of picture sensor carried on these operational satellites provides global cloud cover data by
constantly recording pictures as it progresses in its polar
orbit. A total overview of global cloud cover is thus
recorded, and periodically telemetered to several special
ground receiving stations. These pictures are in turn
provided daily to central Weather Bureau points for
analyses. These global pictures of cloud cover yield the
location of fronts, large developed squall lines and cyclonic storms. Warnings of catastrophic weather patterns
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are now available on a global basis, providing life saving
advisories to isolated island populations and to ships at
sea, as a direct result of this applied technology.
Another type of picture sensor carried on these satellites is called APT, for Automatic Picture Transmission
system, which does not store the picture data, but rather
through the use of a relatively simple terrestrial receiver
system provides picture data in the vicinity of the
ground or seaborne station. As many as nine separate
APT pictures can be received by a single station from a
satellite passing over head. Each picture covers a square
area of approximately 1700 miles by 1700 miles. You
can visualize the impact of such information available
daily to shipping and research vessels. Complete receivers compatible with the system have been produced at a
cost ranging from 40 to 60 thousand dollars and have
been placed aboard ships of the U. S. Navy and other
government installations. High school children, however,
have, through numerous articles available in the "do-ityourself" press, developed their own local receiving stations for costs reported to be as low as several hundred
dollars. The practicability of APT receivers on board
research or commercial ships at sea is therefore, I believe, demonstrated.
While these polar orbiting satellites are in operation
and improvements to their sensors offer further potential in the identification of large scale storm developments and, in turn, great improvements to the forecasting
of long-range weather conditions, certain classes of
violent, but small scale storms, such as tornadoes, can
wreak havoc and dissipate between orbital passes of
such satellites without being observed.
Applications technology satellites

To provide adequate warning for these storms, we are
investigating a new capability for continuous observation of localized phenomena. The Applications Technology Satellite, mentioned earlier, is in synchronous
orbit over the Pacific. Because of the very high altitude
of this satellite (22,300 miles), it rotates about the Earth
once overy 24 hours; but of course the Earth is rotating
once in 24 hours also. Therefore, the ATS-I appears to
hover over a fixed point on the Pacific equator. From this
"fixed" vantage point a camera provides a continuous
view of a large portion of the world's disc. Pictures can
be taken by the spin-scan camera aboard this satellite
every twenty minutes to watch and measure the progress
of weather conditions, both the long-term aspects and the
short-lived storms. Further refinements may lead to
operational use of this type of observation which will
greatly improve our short-range weather prediction and
warning capabilities.
The ingredients needed to provide the truly long-range
weather forecast are: (1) an adequate model of the atmosphere; (2) sufficiently large computers; and (3) quantitative measurements of the atmospheric structure, including such parameters as pressure, temperature,
moisture content, wind velocity at various altitudes,
ground temperature and sea conditions. Atmospheric

models are evolving and, with additional empirical data,
will be refined. Computer technology exists for handling
large amounts of data on a real time basis. It remains,
finally, to develop techniques for the acquisition of the
atmospheric structure data and to provide such measurements on a periodic basis to make possible the one to two
week forecast of larger scale weather. Instrumentation
development is underway within the NASA program,
and flight schedules have been set for the tests of the
new sensors which will aid in filling this gap. Instruments will be flown to improve and extend the visual
sensors and to explore sounding techniques through the
use of remote electromagnetic sensing. The next Nimbus
mission, for example, will carry an experiment complement including a solar energy monitor in the UV range,
several multispectral infrared sensors, improved visual
sensors, as well as the IRLS data collection experiment.
Thus far, I have discussed the ongoing flight activities and early development programs which indicate relatively certain future applications. Before I progress into
what could be considered somewhat more speculative
ventures, I would like to add a word of caution regarding
the ability to simultaneously conduct many of these
programs. I have in mind specifically the physical limitations of the communications frequency spectrum. While
all the satellite applications will use VHF or higher frequencies, this region of the electromagnetic spectrum,
as all others, is becoming more crowded every day and
presents an applications problem in itself, needing refined techniques and possibly flight test experimentation.
We are confident that much can be done in reducing
inherent interference problems in telecommunications,
but one cannot assume the free availability of wide bands
for multiple operational systems.
Remote sensing

Finally, I would like to briefly discuss with you some
of the activities we have initiated in NASA toward
assessing the potential of remote sensing from orbit to
perform oceanographic research. There are three distinct
aspects of this activity. As the starting point, photographs
and images returned by such satellites as Nimbus,
TIROS, and Gemini are being analyzed to assess their
oceanographic value. The second facet of the program is
directed at preliminary development and evaluation of
new remote sensors installed in aircraft. Finally, we are
studying satellite systems and configurations specifically
for possible Earth resources survey missions.
Thus far these studies have indicated that satellite
photography and infrared imagery can provide wide
coverage, great perspective and rapid repetition of oceanographic phenomena measurements. While no other
technique can produce such data, it must be recognized
that, in general, optical techniques are limited to cloudless areas. Of course, repetitious clouds may indicate special ocean conditions which control these clouds. Major
ocean currents, shoals, coastal and near shore features,
are some of the apparent phenomena amenable to such
clear weather sensing. For example, data from the
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Nimbus high resolution infrared radiometer has, on
numerous occasions, indicated the western boundary of
the Gulf Stream along the East Coast of the Continental
United States on cloudless days. Gemini photographs,
by their color gradations, have indicated turbid water
and mixing boundaries near coastal regions and have
yielded qualitative depth indications over shelf areas.
The broad band color film employed in the Gemini
cameras lacked the advantages for scientific work of the
multispectral photography possible in future missions.
Multispectral photographic activity is presently underway on our aircraft missions and has indicated numerous
potential space applications. Aerial photographs have
indicated a potential for satellite tracking of sea ice;
ocean area cartography; measurement of sea state; and
the detection of chlorophyll containing living matter.
Further improvements of infrared radiometry and
imagery are being explored for such applications as
sharper and more reliable determination of temperature
gradients in the water which defines boundaries, such as
the Gulf Stream as I mentioned earlier. This particular
capability has been considered by biologists to be quite
important because of the turbulent upwelling of nutrients along major current boundaries which provide
fertile feeding grounds for schools of fish, and hence determines very profitable fishing grounds. Spectrometry
techniques are being explored in the infrared and near
infrared to detect what may be unique signatures of
various fish oils and vapors also indicative of good fishing
areas.
NASA's program of data collection by airborne remote
sensing instrumentation over special surface test sites
has been underway for over two years. The Convair and
Electra aircraft used in these tests have been equipped
to obtain data using micro-wave radiometers and imagers,
radar spectrometers, infrared radiometers and imagers,
and multi-band cameras. This instrumentation is continually being expanded and evaluated against in situ
measurements at these special test sites.
The outcome of these tests and subsequent evaluation will provide continuing inputs to our satellite systems design studies which are proceeding in parallel
with the sensor activities.
I could cite other examples of possible satellite applications, but the ultimate outcome of these embryonic activities cannot be forecast at this time, and I
prefer not to become too speculative. Perhaps it would be
safe to say, however, that these activities will at least
produce new capabilities for aerial surveys of regions

believed to be of interest to marine biologists or oceanographers prior to extensive in situ exploration. A
typical example can be illustrated by a Gemini photograph of the Rongelap Atoll in the Pacific which, while
not of mapping quality itself, indicated the inadequacy
of existing charts of the area.
Multidisciplinary approach

It is evident that space technology can provide an
overview not obtainable by other means. It remains to
be seen how broadly applicable these technologies are in
meeting the needs of the future national and international oceanographic programs. One fact that is
abundantly clear, however, is that the ever-growing
national technology base must not remain compartmented. What we are learning in biology, medicine, instrumentation, communications and data processing must
be shared. NASA is relying on ships for tracking, data
acquisition, and recovery of astronauts; and satellites are
already in use for ocean navigation. This will help provide a common understanding; but each of us must strive
to be broadly familiar with technological advances and
needs in many disciplines and be willing to share our
capabilities across these disciplinary boundaries.
There is a story written by the Irish writer, Frank
O'Connor, that President Kennedy used to describe our
space efforts, and I quote:
"As a boy, O'Connor and his friends would make
their way across the countryside, and when they came to
an orchard wall that seemed too high and too doubtful
to try and too difficult to permit their voyage to continue,
they took off their hats and tossed them over the wall—
and then they had no choice but to follow.
"This Nation has tossed its cap over the wall of space,
and we have no choice but to follow it . . . with the help
of all those who labor in the space endeavor, with the
help and support of all Americans, we will climb this
wall with safety and speed, and we shall then explore
the wonders on the other side."
But this story has far broader application, for it is the
story of man's odyssey. It applies equally to the oceans,
the atmosphere, and to space. Despite the magnitude of
our scientific and technological effort, the vast stretches
of the unknown, the unanswered, and the unfinished still
outstrip our collective imagination. With determination
and wisdom, we can bring to this planet an unfolding
opportunity to understand and master our environment
for the good of all mankind.
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